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Abide is a unique tool for discovering Scripture at an exciting new level. Specially crafted prompts guide readers to engage biblical passages with more depth and
imagination than ever before. By considering scriptural truth via classic art, journaling, and praying biblical texts, readers enjoy fresh, life-altering encounters
with God and His Word.
To respond to the many letters that Michael and Debi Pearl received after publishing their first book, To Train Up a Child, they started the No Greater Joy
magazine. No Greater Joy Volume Two includes articles from the first two years of publication and covers the subjects of rowdy boys, homeschooling, grief, and
much more.
With Millions watching this live debate on February 4, 2014, "Bill Nye, the Science Guy" squared off with Answers in Genesis founder and president Ken Ham.
This event echoed the worldviews at work in our lives today and put two of the most unique and recognizable advocates of their positions on the same stage to
face not only each other, but the many who watched. More answers, more perspectives, more truth to answer the world's most critical question: How did we and
all we know come to be here, at this place and this time in the history of the universe? Are we accidental products of evolution or the centerpiece of God's
marvelous creation? Debate Stats: Over 3.8 Million computers watched the debate live 7.6 Million people watched (Based on an extremely conservative estimate
of 2 viewers per stream, or 11.4 Million based on 3 people per stream) 3.5 million views on You Tube Note: The YouTube Page only shows views AFTER the
event, not Live views
Commentary on Romans
Unity in Action
With Commentary
The Bible Teaching Commentary on Romans
Aqua Hardcover Bible
Romans
Many people have misconceptions about the biblical teaching on clean and unclean meats. What does scripture really reveal on this subject?
-- Inside this booklet: -- Clean and Unclean Meats: Does God's Word Draw a Distinction? -- How Should We Understand Scripture? -Understanding 'Unclean' in Romans 14 -- Does the New Testament Abolish Meat Distinctions? -- Not Only a Matter of Diet -- Which Animals
Does the Bible Designate as 'Clean' and 'Unclean'? -- A Matter of Health? -- A Matter of Proper Cooking? -- A Telling Event From Jesus
Christ's Ministry
The National Directory for the Formation, Ministry, and Life of Permanent Deacons in the United States "is an important point of reference for
those Churches in which the permanent diaconate is a living and active reality." It contains the guidelines and directives to be used when
preparing or updating a diaconate program and formulating policies for the ministry and life of deacons. This volume also includes Basic
Standards for Readiness for the formation of permanent deacons in the United States from the Bishops' Committee on the Diaconate and the
committee document Visit of Consultation Teams to Diocesan Permanent Diaconate Formation Programs. Book jacket.
The Greatest Chapter in the Bible Adapted from Why I Love the Apostle Paul by John Piper By John Piper The greatest chapter in the Bible
is Romans 8. Why? Because Romans 8 spells out all that God is for us in his Son, Jesus Christ. Romans 8:32 says, "He who did not spare
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his own Son but gave him up for us all, how will he not also with him graciously give us all things?" What are the great obstacles between us
and everlasting happiness? One obstacle is our sin. We are all sinners (Rom. 3:23), and the wages of that sin is eternal death (Rom. 6:23).
Another obstacle is the wrath of God. If God is justly wrathful toward us in our sinful guilt, then we have no hope of everlasting happiness.
When Paul calls Jesus God's own Son, the point is that there are no others like him, and he is infinitely precious to the Father. The point of
Romans 8:32 is that this love of God for his one and only Son was like a massive, Mount Everest obstacle standing between God and our
salvation. Here was an obstacle almost insurmountable. Could God--would God--overcome his cherishing, admiring, treasuring, white-hot,
infinite, affectionate bond with his Son and hand him over to be lied about and betrayed and denied and abandoned and mocked and flogged
and beaten and spit on and nailed to a cross and pierced with a sword, like an animal being butchered and hung up on a rack? The
unthinkable reality that Romans 8:32 affirms is that God did it. He did hand him over. God did not spare him. In this passage Paul is saying
the most unthinkable thing: God handed over his Son to death. "This Jesus [was] delivered up according to the definite plan and
foreknowledge of God" (Acts 2:23). God himself handed over his Son. Nothing greater or harder has ever happened. Or ever will. Therefore,
God has done the hardest thing to give us everlasting happiness. He did not spare his own Son but gave him up for us all. What does this
guarantee? Paul puts it in the form of a rhetorical question (that means a question he expects us to immediately answer correctly): "how will
he not also with him graciously give us all things?" "All things" is not a promise of a trouble-free life. Four verses later Paul says, "For your
sake we are being killed all the day long; we are regarded as sheep to be slaughtered." (Rom. 8:36) Instead, "all things" means all things we
need to be eternally happy in God. Since God did not spare his own Son, all things will work together for our good (8:28), we will be glorified
(8:30), and nothing, not even persecution or famine or danger or death, can separate us from the love of God in Christ (8:35-39). Paul said,
"All the promises of God find their Yes in [Jesus]" (2 Cor. 1:20). That is because the Father did not spare his Son. He did it so that all
things--all these promises--would be absolutely certain for those who trust him. I have fought all the battles of my life with the promises of
God--battles against fear and lust and greed and pride and anger. Battles for courage and purity and contentment and humility and peace
and love. All of them by the word of God--the promises of God. Behind every one of those battles is the logic of heaven: "I did not spare my
own Son; therefore, my promise to you cannot fail. I will help you. Go. Do what I have called you to do." This promise isn't just for me. It's for
anyone who reads it and receives, by faith, Jesus Christ as their Savior, their treasure, their hope, and their joy. If you want to receive Jesus
Christ as your treasure today, thank God right now that you have this desire. It is a wonderful gift. Then call out to him in prayer and tell him
what is in your heart. Perhaps with these words: O God, I believe that Jesus Christ is your Son, and that you have opened the eyes of my
heart to see the truth of Christ and my great need for him. I see that I am a sinner and need forgiveness. I see that Christ died for sinners and
rose again. I see the wonderful promise that all who believe in Christ receive this forgiveness and eternal life. So I do believe, and I appeal to
your mercy to save me from my sin, and welcome me, as you promised, into eternal life with you. Put your Spirit within me, I pray, and give
me all the help I need to follow Jesus as Lord, and obey his teachings. Please lead me to a Bible-believing church where I can grow in faith
and with others who love Jesus. Amen.
The Greatest Chapter in the Bible (Pack Of 25)
The Attributes of God
Are Christians Required to Keep the Law of Moses?
Life-Study of Romans
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Revelation
Sketches from the Life of Paul

A lively and accessible guide to the rich literary, philosophical and artistic
achievements of the notorious age of Nero.
Combining the best and most recent evangelical Christian scholarship with the highly
regarded ESV text, the ESV Study Bible is the most comprehensive study Bible ever
published.
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who seek to know God
better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical truths and has been called a "soul-stirring
celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."
The Jewish Context of Paul's Letter
Let Not Your Heart Be Troubled (Foreword by Elizabeth Catherwood and Ann Beatt)
The History of Rome
Torahism
Seventh-day Adventist Bible Commentary
The Epistle of Paul the Apostle to The Romans
www.TorahismBook.com - Are Christians required to keep the Law of Moses? How about the Ten Commandments? Was Jesus
divine? Join R. L. Solberg in his new book, TORAHISM, where he confronts a modern heresy and dives into these and other
critical questions related to the Jewish roots of the Christian faith. "It all began with a series of Facebook posts that an old
friend posted just after Thanksgiving. He was aggressively taking Christians to task for celebrating the 'pagan' holiday of
Christmas. This struck me as odd because I'd always known he and his wife to be strong Christians. And while I've debated
with plenty of atheists over the alleged pagan roots of Christmas, I'd never heard this charge leveled by a fellow Christian. So
I decided to chime in on his posts and soon discovered that I had stepped into a mystery of, well, biblical proportions..."
ENDORSEMENTS: "Over a decade ago, I came to know Rob Solberg. He impressed me back then with his searching heart,
scholarly mind, and passion for apologetics. He has now offered a masterful work, well researched and very well-argued.
Were I still a seminary professor, I would require my students to write reviews on this volume." Dr. Stephen Drake, Former
Professor of Ministry at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary "Impressively written and researched! Aberrant theologies
have existed throughout time, requiring trusted biblical guides to bring much-needed reproof. Rob Solberg does this superbly
in his book, Torahism. And, he accomplishes this task with much 'gentleness and respect' (1 Peter 3:15). Even if you are not
immediately confronted with this heresy, a careful reading of Rob's book will deepen your understanding of the gospel of
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Jesus Christ." Ed Smith, Ph.D., President, Williamson College "Engaging and well-developed content on a tough topic. Rob
addresses lofty theological issues with incredible accessibility and application. He reminds us to not just stay in our heads
and win arguments but to love people well as we fight for what is true." Derek Bareman, Lead Pastor, Church of the City
Spring Hill "This is an excellent, balanced, scholarly refutation of the heretical teaching of Torahism. Solberg does so with a
wide array of Scripture, great Christian writers across the centuries, and impeccable logic. Not only does it address and
answer the challenge of this new heresy, it serves as an apologetic in the best tradition of Christian scholarship. Exceptional
work. I have reviewed thousands of books in 30 years. This book deserves to be read!" Reverend David "Doc" Kirby (retired),
Host of the On The Bookshelf podcast FROM THE FORWARD BY PAUL WILKINSON, Ph.D. - "The best conversations are
those that happen spontaneously amongst sincere, passionate seekers wanting to learn, mature, and progress in their faith
and life. R. L. Solberg has blessed us by inviting us into just such a conversation . . . This book is a read that flows because it
originates in genuine conversations between friends and passionate believers. It is reminiscent of the ancient dialogues with
questions, points, and counterpoints. But be sure to catch this truth: Solberg's work is not about how to do the least work for
the most grace, nor is it about how to avoid obligations, duties, and work. No, much more than that, Solberg's question is
about how we who claim to be children of God best glorify, worship, and obey him . . . Solberg wants to know what it means
to be "godly" and "righteous" in light of the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus. I invite you into Rob and his friends'
conversation. I was challenged, encouraged, and taught by the insights he brings to the fore. I pray that you heed his call to
take seriously what it means for the Christian to live the godly life; to be like Jesus."
My Creative Bible is an exciting new concept in ways to experience the word of God in Scripture. This King James Version
Journaling Bible is single-column printed, with two-inch-wide ruled margins for note-taking, scribing your reflections or
creative expression. Nearly 400 hand-drawn, Scripture accompanying line-art illustrations are placed throughout the Bible to
enhance embracement of The Word. There is an index of the Scripture artwork - line-art suitable for filling. Users will find
this an invaluable visual tool for immersion and Bible study. The Teal Imitation Leather Hardcover Edition features a lovely
smooth cover with silver debossed "My Creative Bible" into the quality man-made material with the look and feel of real
leather (trade name LuxLeather). Silver foil debossed titling and beautiful, printed page-edges enhance the beauty of the
design. There is an attached ribbon page marker and an attached elastic band closure. Printed on high-quality cream Bible
paper with a standard black text size of 8.65 point. 1410 Pages.
There is an increasing number of divisive issues in our world today, all of which require great discernment. Thankfully, God
has given each of us a conscience to align our wills with his and help us make wise decisions. Examining all thirty New
Testament passages that touch on the conscience, Andrew Naselli and J. D. Crowley help readers get to know their
consciences—a largely neglected topic—and engage with other Christians who hold different convictions. Offering guiding
principles and answering critical questions about how the conscience works and how to care for it, this book shows how the
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conscience impacts our approach to church unity, ministry, and more.
NKJV Abide Bible Red Letter Edition [Stone]
On the Whole Bible
NIV, Value Outreach Bible, Paperback
The Holy Bible: Romans
The Mystery of Romans
Laying a Solid Foundation
A low-cost New International Reader s Version (NIrV) Bible with a readable font size, perfect for churches and ministries buying in bulk."
Offers commentary on selected verses of the Bible, includes historical and archaeological background information, and briefly summarizes
church history
Study guide for The Attributes of God includes lesson objectives, message outline, study questions, and discussion questions. Suitable for
individual or group study.
An Exposition of Chapter 14:1-17 : Liberty and Conscience
Lessons from a Sheep Dog
Revealing Truths from the Worldview Clash of the Century
Halley's Bible Handbook
Holy Bible, New King James Version
The Holy Bible with Exegetical and Expository Comment
All Christians have been made free by Christ (John 8:36), but not all have an equally strong grasp of what this means in
practice. Some are weakened by scruples about things which are strictly neither right nor wrong, while others assert
their liberty in a way which risks doing violence to the consciences of the weak. It was this situation which the Apostle
Paul addressed in Romans 14. He insisted that, while Christian liberty was to be maintained, it was never to be asserted
in such a way as to hurt the consciences of others, or to embolden them to do what they believed to be wrong. In this
the last volume of the series, Dr. Lloyd-Jones explains the implications of this issue for the church today. The fitting
conclusion of his exposition of Romans is that true Christianity is not, in the end, concerned with such matters as what
may be eaten or what days should be observed, but with a divine kingdom, characterized by inward righteousness,
peace and joy.
"The Bible Teaching Commentary series acts as a useful expository commentary designed to unlock the power of God's
Word so that lives can be strengthened and deepened. ... Teaching outlines, along with extensive summaries, keep the
book as a whole in mind despite the apostle's deep digression into extended logical arguments. A careful balance is
maintained between the explanation of difficult passages and the communication of Paul's main message of
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transformation in each passage. The companion volume: The Book of Romans : Study Questions provides extensive
study questions that allow the teacher and student to dive deeper into the meaning and application of the Book of
Romans."--Introduction
Sproul's sermons at St. Andrew's Chapel are the foundation of these never-before-published expositions on Paul's
epistle to the Romans. Chrysostom had it read aloud to him once a week. Augustine, Luther, and Wesley all came to
assured faith through its impact. The Reformers saw it as the God-given key to understanding the whole of Scripture.
Throughout church history the study of the book of Romans has been pivotal to understanding Christian life and
doctrine. Convinced that "Paul's fullest, grandest, most comprehensive statement of the gospel" is just as vital today, R.
C. Sproul delivered nearly sixty sermons on Romans from October 2005 to April 2007 at St. Andrew's Chapel, where he
has pastored for more than a decade. These never-before-published, passage-by-passage expositions will enrich any
study of this weighty epistle. Part of the St. Andrew's Expositional Commentaries series.
Meditations of a Christian Hedonist
From Guilt to Glory
Owning the Woman God Made You to Be
Verse by Verse Ministry International
Study Bible-ESV
NIRV Holy Bible
The first in a new Bible study series from Verse By Verse Ministry International (vbvmi.org). This 12-week
VBVMI Group Study on End Times features thought-provoking teaching of core biblical concepts in prophecy.
The workbook prepares both individual students and small groups for a deeper study of eschatology by
examining key ideas and highlights from the book of Revelation, Daniel and other scripture. Students will gain a
foundational understanding of God's plan for Israel, the Church and the end of the age. The VBVMI Group Study
series is designed to suit the needs of students new to a study of end times while still offering a challenge to
experienced Bible students. Each lesson in this study includes a video available to stream for free over the
internet. The videos feature the teaching of Stephen Armstrong, acclaimed for his unique and gifted approach to
explaining the Bible. The 12 videos are available for viewing or download for free at:
http://www.vbvmiendtimesstudy.org. A printable PDF copy of the workbook may also be downloaded for free.
This NIV Value Outreach Bible is a low-cost softcover Bible perfect for churches and ministries buying in bulk to
present to first-time Bible readers.
Follows the story of Lass, who is transformed from a believed-worthless and untrainable animal into a valuable
sheepdog by a man's love, explaining how Lass's story reflects the transforming love of God.
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The Cambridge Companion to the Age of Nero
What Does the Bible Teach About Clean and Unclean Meats?
Big, Bold, and Beautiful
Showing Every Word of the Text of the Common English Version of the Canonical Books, and Every Occurrence
of Each Word in Regular Order : Together with A Comparative Concordance of the Authorized and Revised
Versions, Including the American Variations : Also Brief Dictionaries of the Hebrew and Greek Words of the
Original, with References to the English Words
My Creative Bible KJV
Conscience

Embedded in the pages of Paul's letter to the Romans is the power to change individual
lives and entire societies. It is a power that we all long to experience as followers of
Jesus Christ. Romans deals with how God, through Jesus Christ, has enabled human beings
to move from a place of condemnation and sin to a place of reconciliation and
righteousness. This book will change your life, just as it has changed thousands of lives
through the centuries.
Paul was the most influential figure in the early Christian church. In this epistle,
written to the founders of the church in Rome, he sets out some of his ideas on the
importance of faith in overcoming mankind's innate sinfulness and in obtaining
redemption. With an introduction by Ruth Rendell
Paul's letter to the Romans, says Nanos, is an example of Jewish correspondence,
addressing believers in Jesus who are steeped in Jewish ways-whether of Jewish or gentile
origin. Arguing against those who think Paul was an apostate from Judaism, Nanos
maintains Paul's continuity with his Jewish heritage. Several key arguments here are:
Those addressed in Paul's letter were still an integral part of the Roman synagogue
communities. The "weak" are non- Christian Jews, while the "strong" included both Jewish
and gentile converts to belief in Jesus. Paul as a practicing devout Jew insists on the
rules of behavior for "the righteous gentiles." Christian subordination to authorities
(Romans 13:1-7) is intended to enforce submission to leaders of the synagogues, not Roman
government officials. Paul behaves in a way to confirm the very Jewish portrait of him in
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Acts: going first to the synagogues.
National Directory for the Formation, Ministry, and Life of Permanent Deacons in the
United States
NIV Study Bible, eBook
Desiring God
The Epistle to the Romans [microform]
End Times
The Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible
Born the son of a clergyman on October 18, 1662, Matthew Henry was ordained into the British
Presbyterian Church where he held the pastorate in Chester from 1687 to 1712. He was widowed,
married again and had 10 children, three whom died in infancy. Henry died in 1714. Henry began
work on his commentary as "Notes On The New Testament" in 1704 and the monumental work was
completed shortly before his death in 1714. Remembered as a caring pastor, a passionate lover of
the Word of God, and a man of great personal integrity, Matthew Henry has left his mark on the
hearts of countless Christians who seek a deeper understanding of the riches that Scripture contains.
This edition of Matthew Henry's Commentary on the Whole Bible uses the King James text and is
abridged from the original six volumes while faithfully retaining all of the vibrant themes of that
classic work. Everything here is in Matthew Henry's own words and nothing relevant to today's
reader has been omitted.
In this immersive and inspirational book, Grammy Award-nominated singer Kierra Sheard shares her
hard-won advice on body positivity, spiritual self-care, goal setting, finding your joy, and living boldly
in faith, empowering you to grab the life you’re meant to lead. Every one of us was born to make a
difference. But do you sometimes feel overwhelmed by the things the world prioritizes, thinking you
don’t match up or you don’t fit into the mold? Or do you wish you had a more supportive family, or
positive role models, or access to the things you need emotionally and spiritually to keep going?
Kierra Sheard sees you and will teach you how to: Identify your goals, talents, and gifts so you can
survive and thrive Deal with societal expectations and focus on what really matters Truly love
yourself and find out who you really are as an individual Live your faith loud and proud Inside Big,
Bold, and Beautiful you’ll find: Short and easy-to-read chapters with deep advice for teens and young
women on navigating life, and insightful questions to help you find your path Illustrated feature
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pages containing stand-alone graphics that highlight key topics for easy reference when you need a
boost An ideal gift for those who need encouragement, as well as graduates getting ready for a new
phase
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America,
and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and
we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an
easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
A Pocket Lexicon to the Greek New Testament
Messages 32-50, 3
Inside the Nye Ham Debate
What It Is, How to Train It, and Loving Those Who Differ
No Greater Joy
An Abbreviated Bible Commentary

Dive into a deeper study of God’s Word with the comprehensive NIV Study Bible The beloved NIV Study Bible
features a stunning four-color interior with full-color photographs, maps, charts, and illustrations that bring the
stories of the Bible to life. The in-depth notes are coded to highlight items of special interest in the areas of
character study, archaeology, and personal application. This NIV Bible provides you with just the right amount
of study information, placed in in just the right locations, to answer your most pressing questions about God's
Word and how it connects to your life today. Since its first release in 1985, the Gold Medallion Award-winning
NIV Study Bible has become the treasured and trusted companion of over nine million Bible readers. Referred to
daily by pastors, students, church leaders, and other Bible readers around the world, the over-20,000 NIV Study
Bible notes are the handiwork of the same translation team that produced this Bible’s text. Like no other Bible,
the NIV Study Bible places an entire resource library for Bible study in your hands. Features: Complete text of
the accurate, readable, and clear New International Version (NIV) Over 20,000 study notes, with icons to make
important information easy to spot Introductions and outlines provide valuable background information for each
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book of the Bible In-text maps, charts, diagrams, and illustrations visually clarify the stories in the Bible 16
pages of full-color maps plus time lines and presentation page NIV concordance plus subject and study notes
indexes ebook has been optimized for reading on color screens, but will still function effectively on other device
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical
visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be
destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
In 1951, with the Second World War not long over and the menace of the Cold War generating anxiety in the
West, Martyn Lloyd-Jones preached eight sermons on John 14:1-12 at Westminster Chapel in London. These
sermons, presented in Let Not Your Heart Be Troubled, were intended to comfort, strengthen, and build up
Christians in their "most holy faith" and to bring unbelievers to a knowledge of the only way men and women
can face matters of life and death. Lloyd-Jones went through these verses carefully, showing that the way to
deal with our fears is first to recognize and confront them and then to realize that the answer is only to be found
in the great and unchanging truths of the gospel. Pastors, Lloyd-Jones readers, and anyone needing
encouragement will benefit from this work by one of the twentieth century's foremost preachers.
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